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Cover: Teachers drag a seine net at Sheffield 
Island during a Long Island Sound Mentor Teacher 
workshop in July. Above: Illustration by Ernest H. 
Shephard from the 1933 edition of Wind in the 
Willows, published by Charles Schribner’s Sons.

Waves galloped like white horses in the waters off the UConn Avery Point campus 
on the morning of the “Messing About in Boats” event on Sept. 15. 

A storm brewed offshore, making for less-than-ideal conditions for a day of rowing, kayaking and fishing 
activities for students, organized by the newly established Connecticut National Estuarine Research 
Reserve (CT NERR) and CT Sea Grant, Avery Point campus, Project Oceanology and the John Gardner 
Chapter of the Traditional Small Craft Association. But the attentive and knowledgeable staff and 
volunteers who led the boating took extra care to give thorough instructions and keep a close eye when 
students wielded oars, paddles and fishing poles. Many of the 60 students were first-timers to water sports. 

Early in the day, one young woman screamed and jumped out of a rowboat while it was still on the beach. 
She had just been soaked by a rogue wave. She left the beach, too fearful to venture from shore. Philip 
Beheny, the small craft association volunteer leading the rowing, acted with wisdom and compassion. 
He moved the rowboats from the beach to a nearby dock. There, skittish students could feel more 
comfortable learning to use the oars in a cove behind a breakwater, while he stood on the dock holding a 
line attached to the bow of their boat. The young woman who jumped out of the boat later got back in 
from the dock, her confidence restored. 

During the kayaking trips, Prescott Littlefield, waterfront programs manager at Avery Point, decided 
mid-morning to shepherd groups from an engine-powered Boston Whaler instead of a kayak, so he could 
respond more quickly if students needed help.

He and Beheny did what the best teachers do: adjusted their plans to meet their students where they were. 
That was one of the reasons “Messing About in Boats” turned out to be good experience for participants 
despite the raucous weather. In surveys afterward, most said they’d like to do it again next year.

The event took its name from a famous quote in Kenneth 
Grahame’s Wind in the Willows, the classic children’s book. 
The main character, Water Rat, tells his friend Mole:

“Believe me, my young friend, there is nothing—absolutely 
nothing—half so much worth doing as simply messing about 
in boats. In or out of ‘em, it doesn’t matter. Nothing seems 
to matter, that’s the charm of it. Whether you get away, or 
whether you don’t; whether you arrive at your destination or 
whether you reach somewhere else, or whether you never get 
anywhere at all, you’re always busy, and you never do anything 
in particular.”

Doubtless this passage has inspired many to try boating or fueled an already budding passion. Maybe 
the experience at Avery Point had the same effect for some of the participants. But, as the quote suggests, 
that’s not really what matters. Instead, it’s the experience of being on the water, in whatever way you can, 
that resets our perspective. This was one of the valuable lessons at least some of the participants surely 
took from “Messing About in Boats.” 

In all, “Messing About in Boats” was a day of learning, not in the traditional classroom sense, but through 
the classroom of the sea that can be even more powerful. It was one demonstration of the theme of this 
issue. As the articles relate, the many ways of learning about marine science can come from classroom 
aquariums, field trips and from building and launching a small, unmanned sailboat. Marine learning can 
also be enhanced by researchers and educators who study how and what people learn about the ocean, 
how they are affected by it and work to promote more widespread knowledge of the marine world. And 
then, of course, there are the invaluable lessons learned by simply spending time in nature, listening to the 
water, as the Mole discovered:

“The Mole was bewitched, entranced, fascinated. By the side of the river he trotted as one trots, when very small, 
by the side of a man who holds one spell-bound by exciting stories; and when tired at last, he sat on the bank, 
while the river still chattered on to him, a babbling procession of the best stories in the world, sent from the heart 
of the earth to be told at last to the insatiable sea."

Judy Benson
judy.benson@uconn.edu
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